
Meet Super Tomato


One fearful night someone was smashing out all of the lights in Fruit and Veggie 
Town. It was Unsuper Ketchup. Unsuper Ketchup was made at a lab owned by 
Good Scientist. The scientist thought Unsuper Ketchup would be a good helper 
but he was wrong…. HE WAS EVIL! Good Scientist exclaimed “WHAT 
HAPPENED?” Suddenly Good scientist started to grow long shaggy hair. Out of 
him, Bad Scientist emerged!


On the other side of town, a tomato was chasing Unsuper Ketchup. Unsuper 
Ketchup ran up an erupting volcano! He got to the top and CRASH!! He splatted 
all over the place. The tomato thought he had won, but he hadn’t. Then the 
tomato went home. He was deciding on a super name. All of a sudden it came 
to him… SUPER TOMATO! 


Back by the volcano, slowly Unsuper Ketchup began to regenerate. He was 
back. 


Meanwhile Bad Scientist had returned to his home and was working on a new 
potion to make an evil tomato. He was unaware of Unsuper Ketchup. 


WOOSH…. CRASH.… Unsuper Ketchup found the tomato not realizing he was 
now SUPER TOMATO. He didn’t know what to do.


Bad Scientist was making a special potion and finally found the right mixture. 
Evil tomato was being created. “MMUUAAAHHHAAAHHAA” he laughed in an 
evil tone. Then suddenly, CRASH! A big bottle of the very good/bad potion fell to 
the floor into pieces. Bad Scientist sprinted over, but it was too late. The potion 
was destroyed. He fell to the ground in tears. Suddenly a voice said “are you 
crying?” Bad Scientist was startled. He looked around and saw his creation was 
REAL! He leaped up and gave him a hug. When Super Tomato sees this, he will 
freak out. 


Super Tomato was back at his house unaware of what was going on. Making 
himself some tomato soup. He enjoyed his soup and decided how he would 
make his cape. “What colour should I make my cape” he thought. “Green, red or 
a picture of a tomato?” He started to make the cape with the picture of the 
tomato because it just felt right. 8 hours later, Super Tomato was finished his 
cape. If fit perfectly. He looked like a super cool Super Tomato. He went out into 
Fruit and Veggie Town. Then he heard, “HELP!” Super tomato rushed over to a 
building to see Evil Tomato. “Who are you?” Evil tomato asked. “I am Super 



Tomato here to keep the town safe. Who are you?” He asked. “ I am Evil Tomato  
trying to capture this cucumber.” Super Tomato yelled “Let her go or I will take 
you to Jail.” There was an altercation. Evil Tomato let go of the cucumber. Super 
Tomato had stopped him from taking Cucumber. Super Tomato sent a text to 
Good Scientist. “I need your help I have an evil tomato. Get your good zapper 
ready”. Good Scientist got to work. 


Unaware of all the events happening in Fruit and Veggie town, Unsuper Ketchup 
was making his own ketchup lab. He is planning to make an evil banana in his 
spooky basement. He needed to get rid of Super Tomato if he was going to be 
successful. Super tomato wasn’t going to let that happen. Super tomato knew 
where Unsuper Ketchup wanted him to be. Super tomato went to the spot and 
waited for Unsuper Ketchup to show up. 30 minutes later he fell asleep. He 
woke up startled, chained to a bench. Unsuper Ketchup must have done this to 
him when he was asleep. Luckily in his cape, he had a secret pocket with a key. 
He got out and went to find him. Then out of nowhere he saw Unsuper Ketchup 
in a store. He was buying bananas. He was minding his own business until he 
saw Super Tomato. He grabbed his bananas and ran for his life.


Super Tomato found an unlocked window at Unsuper Ketchup’s lab. He crept in. 
He saw Unsuper Ketchup trying to make his evil bananas. He snuck up behind 
him and handcuffed him. Unsuper Ketchup was so startled he couldn’t believe 
it. Super Tomato took him to jail. Super Tomato has saved the day and Fruit and 
Veggie town will live in peace with no more evil veggies. 



